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EDUCATIONAL TALENT SEARCH (ETS) APPLICANT ASSESSMENT AND QUESTIONNAIRE

Please answer the following questions completely and honestly or check the correct item.

 Were you born in the United States? (U.S. Citizen or Permanent Resident)
☐ YES  ☐ NO  ☐ OTHER

 Is English your first/primary language?
☐ YES  ☐ NO

 Do you have a computer at home?
☐ YES  ☐ NO

 Do you have Internet access at home?
☐ YES  ☐ NO

 Will you need special accommodations? (i.e., wheelchair access, visual or hearing assistance)
☐ YES  ☐ NO  If yes, explain: ________________________________

 Are you enrolled in another program such as Upward Bound?
☐ YES  ☐ NO

 Do you have any brothers/sisters participating in ETS?
☐ YES  ☐ NO  If yes, list names: ________________________________

 What is/are your career(s) of interest?

 What is your cumulative GPA?

 Why do you wish to join the ETS program?

 What goals/dreams do you have for your future? Please be specific.

 Do you feel your grades show that you are working to the best of your ability?

 What can ETS help you with? (Mark all that apply)
☐ COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAM PREPARATION
☐ GOAL SETTING
☐ MOTIVATIONAL WORKSHOP
☐ TUTORING REFERRALS
☐ COLLEGE SELECTION
☐ CAREER INFORMATION
☐ COLLEGE INFORMATION
☐ SELF-ESTEEM
☐ COLLEGE VISITS
☐ COLLEGE APPLICATIONS
☐ SCHOLARSHIPS/FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION
☐ COMPLETING FAFSA
☐ DECISION MAKING
☐ STUDY SKILLS
☐ SENIOR YEAR PLANNING
☐ ON-LINE COLLEGE PLANNING
☐ CHOOSING A MAJOR
☐ PERSONAL STATEMENT
☐ HIGH SCHOOL COURSE SELECTION
☐ SCHOOL RE-ENTRY/ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS INFORMATION
☐ MONEY MANAGEMENT (FINANCIAL LITERACY)

 How did you find out about ETS?
☐ Teacher  ☐ Other
☐ Counselor/Guidance Tech  ☐ ETS Counselor
☐ Friend/Sibling  ☐ Other

 Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
 Educational Talent Search
 (805) 756-2301
 (805) 756-5122 fax
 ets@calpoly.edu
 sas.calpoly.edu/ets